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An optical absorption study of Subramanian's solution 
shows that a [FeCld - complex is formed. This complex is 
mainly responsible for the possibility of observing disloca-
tions in KCl using this solution as etchant. 

A useful solution (10 mgr of Fe CI3 in 25 cc. of 
isopropanol plus two drops of water) for observing 
dislocations in KCl by the etching method has re-
cently been reported by Subramanian [1]. 

The ability of solutions of this kind to selectively 
etch is attributed to an inhibitor effect [2, 3, 4], but 
little is known about the nature of the inhibitor 
agent. It should be kept in mind that transition-
metal salts, when dissolved, may give rise to several 
systems, the nature of which is often difficult to 
determine [5, 6]. In this paper the Optical Absorp-
tion (0. A) spectrum of Subramanian's (S) solution 
is studied in order to elucidate the nature of the 
inhibitor agent in the case of KCl. The O. A. spectra 
were recorded using Beckman Acta CII and Cary 
17. D spectrophotometers, both working in double 
beam mode. 

We have first verified that pits formed on the 
KCl faces by means of fresh S-solutions are actually 
related to dislocations, using matched cleaved 
faces [3] as well as by observing the variation of the 
pit density under annealing and plastic deformation 
processes. In the latter case a relation n — 108-9 e 
between the plastic deformation, e, and the disloca-
tion density, n, was found, as observed similarly 
for LiF [4]. 

We have noticed that the addition of water to 
the fresh solution inhibits progressively its ability 
for etching. In a 2.5 10~3 M solution of FeCl3, when 
the concentration of the added water is about 2 M, 
the etching power of the solution disappears almost 
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instantaneously, while lower concentrations of 
water induce the same phenomenon though more 
slowly. 

In Fig. 1 (I) the 0. A. spectrum of the S-solution 
is shown. The intensity of the three peaks at 360, 
310 and 240 nm was found to increase at the same 
rate as the FeCl3 concentration. Figure 1 also re-
flects the variation of the O. A. spectrum of the 
fresh solution due to the addition of successive 
amounts of water whose main effect can be seen to 
be the progressive destruction of the three peaks. 
Moreover Fig. 1 clearly exhibits an isosbestic point 
at A = 410 nm pointing out the existence of a chem-
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Fig. 1. Optical absorption spectra of C^Fe in isopropanol 
(2.2 • 10~4 M). The variation of the optical absorption 
spectrum is obtained by the addition of H2O. The water 
concentration in the solution is for (I) 0.02 M (proper of 
solvent); (II) 0.25 M; (III) 0.50 M; (IV) 0.75 M and (V) 
1.00 M. The arrow indicates the position of the isosbestic 
point. 
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ical reaction induced by the addition of water. 
Comparing these results with the loss of etching 
power induced by water it is reasonable to assume 
that the three peaks in Fig. 1 are actually associated 
with the system responsible for the inhibitor effect 
of the S-solution. 

The intensity and the position of the O .A . bands 
suggests that such a system could be a complex of 
Fe3 + , the three bands of Fig. 1 being related to 
charge transfer processes. However, the O. A. 
results indicate that in such a complex Fe3 + is not 
bonded directly to solvent molecules through the 
OH group. In fact, assuming a spin-pairing correc-
tion 8/3 D ^ 1.3 eV for Fe3+ [7], Jorgensen's equa-
tion [8] predicts that the position of the first n-
charge transfer transition would be around 4,30 eV 
for a ferric complex with oxygen as ligand, which 
is about 0.8 eV larger than the position of the first 
charge-transfer peak observed in the present case. 
In this way the first n-charge transfer band for 
F e 3 + : MgO and Fe3+: A1203 is found at 4.35 and 
4.78 eV, respectively [9, 10]. 

By contrast the position of the first peak agrees 
well with that expected for a ferric complex with 
chlorine as ligand in view of the lower value of the 
optical electronegativity of chlorine (3.0 for chlo-
rine; 3.2 for oxygen). Furthermore, the position and 
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the relative intensities of the three peaks, as well as 
the position of the shoulder shown in Fig. 1, are 
essentially the same as those found for organic salts 
of [FeCl.i]- in dichloromethane [11]. From all this 
it can reasonably be concluded that [FeCU] - is 
formed by solving ClßFe in isopropanol, such a 
complex being the inhibitor agent for the S-solution. 

It is clear that, if [FeC^] - is formed from FeClß, 
not all the ferric ions introduced into the solution 
can give rise to [FeCU] - complexes. In this way 
accepting the molar extinction coefficients reported 
by Day and Jorgensen [11] for [FeCU] - we have 
estimated from Fig. 1 (I) that no more of 75% of 
ferric ions are present as [FeCU] - complexes in the 
solution. Moreover, this figure should be considered 
as an upper limit due to the likely contribution of 
the other ferric systems to the background of 
Figure 1. 

A parallel ESR investigation has been started 
for a further insight into the S-solution. The first 
experiments support the present interpretation. 
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